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Current Radar and Satellite Data

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A pre-frontal trough is forecast to reach the northern Gulf of Mexico today and provide an increased risk for thunderstorms 
primarily for near shore Lease Areas from the Upper Texas Coast to east of the Delta. Otherwise, the trough will serve to 
disrupt the onshore flow today. Expect onshore winds to increase again tomorrow, however, as the trough exits east. High 
pressure just east of the Bahamas will also interact with a new low pressure system across the southern Plains and allow for 
moderate to fresh S’ly winds and seas between 3 to 5 feet. Conditions may be slightly lower east of the Delta closer to the 
high pressure ridge. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Onshore winds are forecast to increase early Saturday morning and could reach near gale force levels especially from offshore
the Delta eastward. The aforementioned southern Plains low push a weak cold front offshore Texas and western Louisiana 
Saturday morning as well. This front may reach the eastern areas in the afternoon and disrupt the elevated onshore flow. 
Moderate offshore wind are forecast behind this front with moderate to rough seas decreasing into Sunday. Early next week 
could see a persistent E’ly wind field as high pressure passes to the north. Wind speeds between moderate to fresh levels are 
forecast but could reach strong speeds at times. Increasing onshore flow returns Wednesday in advance of another potential 
cold front.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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